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RedTitan LMS Converter 

View, Transform and Store your Xerox DJDE Documents 

RedTitan® DataStream Converter is a processor for 

Xerox® Job Source Language (JSL) that emulates full 

print jobs from Xerox Centralised Electronic Printers 

(CEP) on other types of printer. It uses the JSL files 

from the CEP, along with associated forms, fonts, 

images, DJDE and metacode commands, and 

dynamically converts this with the input data stream 

into any of these formats: 

Adobe® PostScript for any PostScript level 1 or 2 

desktop or production printer. If running PostScript 

level 1 then some peripheral commands (e.g. tray 

selection) may not have any effect. 

PCL for Hewlett-Packard® PCL5e compatible printers. 

VIPP (Variable Data Intelligent PostScript PrintWare) 

for Xerox PostScript printers (DocuPrint/Tech/Color 

NPS). 

AFPDS for IBM® AFP (Advanced Function Printing) 

printers. 

Adobe® PDF (Portable Document Format) for viewing 

and printing from any PDF reader. 

 

The RedTitan LMS converter is a true DJDE emulator running on a windows PC, 

any windows user can view a Xerox DJDE or Metacode print job as it would have 

printed to a Xerox © DJDE printer, then transform it to an electronic document or 

output to a PCL/PS/AFP printer.   

DataStream Converter’s principal use is as a 

migration tool, allowing Xerox CEP users to 

upgrade to PCL or VIPP/PostScript printing without 

needing to rewrite application programs. It also 

means that a desktop printer can substitute for the 

CEP for small jobs or when the CEP is unavailable.  

For users continuing to run a Xerox CEP, 

DataStream Converter is a useful development tool, 

allowing you to compile and test new and existing 

CEP documents on a desktop printer, and to check 

them with the variable data stream. 

The developer package of Legacy Migration 

System provides many powerful features to assist 

in setting up a job, checking the component parts 

and diagnosing problems. The Toolkit lets you run 

the data and form merged on the PC screen for 

viewing and sampling of individual pages from high 

volume jobs. There is also a JSL Editor program for 

debugging new or existing JSL files: this highlights 

syntax errors; displays different commands in 

colours; and provides a detailed context-sensitive 

Help about JSL commands. 

The developer package integrates fully with the 

modules of the RedTitan Document Design System 

(Page Designer, Page Compiler, Font/Image 

Converter) so you can design forms and create, edit 

and convert all printer resources between CEPs 

and other printers. 

For more information please either email 

help@redtitan.com or contact us by phone. 
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